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“Zen feels like an emissary from the future, a time when many more people are at 
home with a wider scope of consciousness.” ~ Dr. Robert Gilman—Founder, Context 
Institute 

“As one of our premier Featured Contributors, Zen has from day one distinguished his 
creative contributions from so many via a knack for keen observation and what can 
best be described as ‘radical curiosity.’” ~ Dennis Pitocco—Publisher, BIZCATALYST 
360°; 2020 ‘Standard of Excellence’ Award Winner 

“Zen is a catalyst for transforming conversations; a connector for the leaders of social 
transformation. His ability to sink deep into himself and bring the treasures found to 
others in service. He is a bridge builder between science and spirituality to navigate 
complexity.” ~ Mansi Kakkar— Regenerative Design Specialist  

“Zen Benefiel, literally, takes us with him on his journey from drums to conundrums. 
His mind is facile as he weaves a narrative ranging from deep within the esoteric/
ufology subculture to lessons of marriage, family, and business life.” ~ Jeffrey Mish-
love, PhD—Host, New Thinking Allowed  

 

 

Topics: 
 Practical bridges between science, spirituality and daily living. 

 Creating balance in personal life, professional career and  relationships. 

 Practical applications of experiential wisdom in life. 

 Living in quantum entanglement in the unified field as a lifestyle. 

 Live and Let Live Global Peace Movement—Legal and Moral Principles 

At the tender age of 18, Zen Benefiel experienced a   
profound near-death experience (NDE) that became the 
gateway to a lifetime of profound transformation and  
exploration. During this remarkable event, Zen found 
himself on the threshold between life and death,         
experiencing a profound shift in consciousness and an 
intimate connection with the divine.  
 
Zen's NDE became the catalyst for his lifelong journey of 
self-discovery, leading him to explore diverse spiritual 
traditions, engage in scientific research, and seek out 
wisdom teachings from ancient cultures. This transform-
ative experience continues to shape his perspective,   
infusing his work as an author, speaker, and podcast 
host with a profound sense of compassion, authenticity, 
and reverence for the mysteries of existence.  
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Zen Benefiel: A Catalyst for Transformation 

Zen Benefiel is a catalyst for personal and collective 
transformation, captivating audiences worldwide with his 
remarkable journey and insightful wisdom. At the tender 
age of 18, Zen experienced a life-altering near-death  
experience (NDE) that forever changed the course of his 
life. This profound event ignited his passion for exploring 
consciousness and spirituality, leading him on a lifelong 
quest for truth and self-discovery. 

Renowned for his engaging interviews with luminaries in 
the field of consciousness, Zen has had enlightening  
conversations with esteemed individuals such as Dr.   
Jeffrey Mishlove, delving into the depths of metaphysics, 
spirituality, and the frontiers of scientific exploration. His 
ability to extract profound insights from his guests makes him a sought-after host,  
guiding listeners on transformative journeys of exploration and self-realization. 

In addition to his mastery as an interviewer, Zen is an accomplished author, sharing his 
profound insights and personal discoveries through his captivating books. His writings 
blend ancient wisdom with modern perspectives, offering readers a unique lens through 
which to explore the mysteries of consciousness and their own potential for growth and 
transformation. 

Zen's passion for empowering others has led him to host the inspiring podcast "One 
World in a New World." In this transformative platform, he curates enlightening       
conversations with diverse guests who share their unique perspectives on spirituality, 
consciousness, and the emerging paradigm shift. Through his podcast, Zen invites lis-
teners to expand their horizons, embrace their authentic selves, and actively participate 
in the co-creation of a more conscious and harmonious world. 

As a sought-after guest on numerous podcasts, Zen brings his wealth of knowledge, 
captivating storytelling, and thought-provoking insights to a wide range of audiences. 
With his genuine curiosity and empathetic nature, he effortlessly connects with hosts 
and listeners alike, leaving a lasting impact on every conversation. 
 
Zen Benefiel's life journey, marked by a transformative NDE, enlightening interviews, 

profound authorship, hosting of a transformative podcast, and captivating presence as a 

podcast guest, establishes him as a beacon of inspiration and transformation. His words 

and experiences touch the hearts and minds of individuals around the globe,             

encouraging them to embark on their own journeys of self-discovery, inner growth, and 

collective awakening. 

 

 

Primary Website: ZenBenefiel.com 
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